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Scanning tunneling microscopy studies have revealed a periodic step-terrace structure in the (100) surface of
the Ag�In�Yb 1/1 cubic approximant. The step height between the large terraces is about 0.73 nm, approximately
one-half of the lattice constant, which is consistent with the bcc-like crystalline structure of this crystal. Two
small terraces are observed between the adjacent large terraces. High-resolution STM images of the large terrace
exhibit a square lattice of protrusions with a lattice constant of about 1.55 nm, which is consistent with the bulk
lattice constant. The scanning tunneling microscopy results suggest that the large terraces are associated with the
planes that intersect the centers of rhombic triacontrahedral clusters (the building unit of the crystal) and show
the highest atomic density along the [100] axis. It is highly likely that the small terraces are related to moderate
atomic density planes and are less stable than the large terraces.
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1. Introduction

Quasicrystal surfaces have attracted considerable at-
tention due to their novel quasicrystalline surface struc-
ture and related physical and chemical properties [1, 2].
However, the surface structure of quasicrystals has so far
resisted investigation due to their aperiodic bulk struc-
ture and the lack of a precise structure model. Approx-
imant crystals are intermetallic compounds whose com-
positions and structures are similar to those of their par-
ent quasicrystals. Since approximants possess periodic-
ity, they play a crucial role in understanding the complex
surface structure of quasicrystals [1�4].
The icosahedral Cd�Yb (i-Cd�Yb) quasicrystal is a

novel binary quasicrystal with high chemical order and
thermodynamic stability [5�7]. An extensive family of
quasicrystals isostructural to i-Cd�Yb and related ap-
proximants has been also discovered. The i-Ag�In�Yb
quasicrystal was obtained by replacing Cd with an equiv-
alent amount of Ag and In [8]. Two kinds of cubic ap-
proximant crystals (the 1/1 Ag40In46Yb14 approximant
and 2/1 Ag41In44Yb15 approximant) were also obtained
[9, 10]. These Ag�In�Yb quasicrystals and approximants
are suitable for surface studies that require ultrahigh
vacuum environments, since they contain no high-vapor-
-pressure elements such as cadmium.
We recently studied the structure of the �vefold, three-

fold and twofold surfaces of i-Ag�In�Yb using scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy elec-
tron di�raction (LEED), and discovered that these high-
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-symmetry surfaces commonly exhibit step-terrace struc-
tures with large �at terraces separated by di�erent step-
-heights [11�14]. High-resolution STM images also show
that the quasicrystal surfaces are terminated at planes
that intersect the centers of rhombic triacontrahedral
(RTH) clusters, the main building blocks of this qua-
sicrystal. This result suggests that the structure of the
RTH cluster is related to the formation of stable surfaces.
However, it is di�cult to make a rational analysis of the
stability of a particular plane in quasicrystals, because,
unlike in periodic systems, no two planes are identical.
Furthermore, the acute rhombohedron (AR) [7], which is
another building block of this quasicrystal that �lls the
spaces among RTH clusters, generates more complexity
in analyses.
In this work, we present the �rst report on the surface

of the 1/1 cubic approximant crystal in this quasicrys-
tal family. The 1/1 approximant phase is regarded as
a bcc-packing of the RTH clusters with a lattice con-
stant a = 1.54 nm [7]. The RTH clusters are connected
with each other by the b-linkage along the [100] direc-
tion and the c-linkage along the [111] direction [7]. Since
RTH clusters are closely packed, there are no large spaces
between them, and therefore no AR units are included.
Thus, the 1/1 approximant crystal can be regarded as the
simplest system built from the RTH clusters and thus is
helpful for understanding the surface structure of qua-
sicrystals.

2. Experimental

A single-grain Ag�In�Yb 1/1 cubic approximant crys-
tal was grown using the self-�ux method [15]. Figure 1a
shows two single-grain approximant crystals. The Laue
di�raction pattern in Fig. 1b con�rms that the square-
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-shaped facets in the crystal are the (100) planes. Sam-
ples were prepared by mechanically polishing a (100)
facet with successively �ner grades of diamond suspen-
sion down to 0.25 µm. The surfaces were next cleaned in
an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pres-
sure of 2×10−10 mbar by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputter-
ing at 3 keV for 30 min and annealing at 713 K for 2 h.
Typically, three or four cycles of sputtering and anneal-
ing were su�cient. The surface cleanliness was con�rmed
by measuring the core level X-ray photoelectron spectra
(XPS) of Yb, the element that, of the constituents, is
the most sensitive to oxidation. STM measurements were
performed on a clean surface using an Omicron STM op-
erating at room temperature.

Fig. 1. (a) Ag�In�Yb 1/1 approximant crystals.
(b) Back Laue X-ray di�raction pattern of the (100)
plane.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Step-terrace structure

The clean (100) surface exhibits a clear step-terrace
structure. Figure 2 shows typical STM images and re-
lated line pro�les across the terraces. In a large-scale
STM image (Fig. 2a), large terraces are observed that
have a constant step height. The details of the step-
-terrace structure are shown in a magni�ed STM image in

Fig. 2. STM images of the (100) plane of Ag�In�Yb
1/1 approximant crystal: (a) 600 nm × 600 nm,
(b) 100 nm × 100 nm, (c) 200 nm × 200 nm. (d)�(f)
Line pro�les along the lines in images (a)�(c), respec-
tively.

Fig. 2b. It appears that the large steps (around 0.73 nm)
between adjacent large terraces in Fig. 2a are in turn
composed of three small steps of 0.21, 0.31, and 0.21 nm
(Fig. 2e). The terrace that appears at 0.21 nm below the
large terrace is small and the area ratio of this small ter-
race to the large terrace is about 0.08. The other small
terrace, appearing at 0.52 nm below the large terrace,
is much narrower and even absent in some STM images
(see Fig. 2c and f). The area ratio to the large terrace is
almost negligible. The small values of the area ratio sug-
gest these small terraces to be thermodynamically less
stable than the large terraces.

3.2. High-resolution STM images

Figure 3a shows a high-resolution STM image of the
large terrace. Unlike for the i-Ag�In�Yb quasicrystal sur-
faces, atomic resolution images were not obtained on the
approximant surface for any of the tunneling conditions
adopted. Instead, a square lattice of protrusions was ob-
served in the large terraces. The distance between the
protrusions is around 1.55 nm, which is consistent with
the lattice constant of the approximant. The inset in
Fig. 3a shows a Fourier transform (FT) of the STM im-
age, which con�rms the long-range order of the square
lattice. Figure 3b shows an STM image in which the bias
voltage from the tip to the sample was changed from pos-
itive to negative during scanning. Unlike the quasicrys-
talline surface of i-Ag�In�Yb [12, 13], no signi�cant dif-
ference can be seen between the positive and negative
bias images, except for a small di�erence in image con-
trast. It should be noted that both the unattainability
of atomic resolution and that of bias dependence are also
true for the Ag�In�Gd and the Ag�In�Tb crystals [16].
These are approximant crystals of the Ag�In�Yb family,
generated by replacing Yb with Gd and Tb, respectively.
These results suggest that the electrical states of the ap-
proximant are di�erent from those of the quasicrystal at
the surface.

Fig. 3. (a) High-resolution STM image of the (100)
plane (−0.66 V, 40 nm × 40 nm) and FT of the image.
(b) STM image taken at di�erent bias (from +0.95 V to
−0.95 V, 20 nm × 20 nm).

3.3. Terraces in the structure model

Figure 4 shows the atomic density distribution along
the [100] axis of the Ag�In�Yb 1/1 approximant structure
model. The highest density appears at the planes that
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intersect the cluster centers (C.C.-intersecting planes).
The distance between two C.C.-intersecting planes is
0.77 nm, which is in good agreement with the observed
large step height of 0.73 nm. Since termination at the
high-density planes is the general pattern in crystals, it is
reasonable to conclude that the large terraces correspond
to the C.C.-intersecting planes. This would indicate that
the same selection rule of the stable surface as for the
quasicrystal surface applies to the approximant surface
[12�14]. It is also likely that the protrusions observed in
the large terraces are related to RTH clusters.

Fig. 4. The atomic density of Ag�In�Yb 1/1 approxi-
mant crystal along the [100] axis. The highest density
planes are the C.C.-intersecting planes.

Although the same selection rule controls the termi-
nation, the surface of the approximant can be chemically
di�erent from that of the quasicrystal surface. This is be-
cause the spatial arrangement of each cluster is di�erent
from the others: bcc-packing for the approximant and
quasiperiodic for the quasicrystal. The C.C.-intersecting
planes also intersect the ARs in the quasicrystal, while
no ARs are present in the approximant. Thus, di�er-
ent electrical states are expected at the surface between
the approximant and the quasicrystal, which causes the
unattainability of atomic resolution and of bias depen-
dence for the approximant. Further discussions will re-
quire a full evaluation of the stable surface on the basis
of �rst-principles calculations: these are in progress.
The density distribution shows that a large number

of atoms cluster around 0.28 nm below or above the
C.C.-intersecting planes and form moderate-density lay-
ers (highlighted with dashed ovals in Fig. 4). Taking the
distance from the C.C.-intersecting planes into account,
it is clear that these moderate-density layers are respon-
sible for the formation of the small terraces. It should be
pointed out that the density of Yb is high both at the
C.C.-intersecting planes and the moderate-density lay-
ers (Fig. 4). This reminds us of the �nding that, in
i-Ag�In�Yb quasicrystal, surface termination occurs at
the C.C.-intersecting planes where the density of Yb is
also high [12]. It thus appears likely that the Yb atom
or the Yb shell (the third shell of the RTH cluster) plays
an important role in the formation of a stable surface.

3.4. Impurity phase

In addition to the inherent surface structure of the
(100) plane, step-terrace structures of an impurity phase

were also observed (Fig. 5). These exhibit a unique step
height of 0.25 nm, which has no relationship with the ap-
proximant structure. No �ne structure could be observed
on the terraces. Dislocations are frequently observed in
the impurity phase. The impurity phase might be related
to Ag�In alloys, which usually accompany the Ag�In�Yb
approximant phase due to the lack of Yb, which was pref-
erentially removed during the sputtering process of sur-
face preparation [10].

Fig. 5. STM images of the impurity phase in the ap-
proximant crystal surface. (a) 1000 nm × 1000 nm and
(b) 500 nm × 500 nm.

4. Conclusion

STM images reveal a periodic step-terrace structure
in the (100) plane of the Ag�In�Yb 1/1 approximant
crystal. The step height between the large terraces is
close to one-half of the lattice constant which is con-
sistent with the bcc-like structure of the approximant.
High-resolution STM images of the large terraces show a
square lattice of protrusions that are also consistent with
the structure of the approximant. A comparison of STM
images with the bulk structure suggests that the large
terraces correspond to high atomic density planes inter-
secting the centers of RTH clusters and that the protru-
sions are related to the RTH clusters. Two small terraces
are observed between the adjacent large terraces. It is
reasonable to conclude that these terraces are associated
with the moderate-density layers and are thus likely to
be less stable than the large terraces. The unattainabil-
ity of the atomic resolution and of the bias dependence
suggests that the electrical states of the approximant are
di�erent from those of the quasicrystal at the surface.
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